DIFFERENCE MAKER SUMMIT

With over 10 years experience behind it, the TEEN TRUTH: Difference Maker Summit has become the premiere solution for leadership development efforts in schools, districts, and cities across North America. Featuring award-winning content, powerful speaking performances, and workshop-style sessions this leadership event gives students a critical understanding of the issues currently affecting school climate and empowers them to develop an action plan that addresses identified concerns. Overall, the goal of every TEEN TRUTH: Difference Maker Summit is to produce campus wide initiatives that will improve school safety and build campus culture.

Ideal for middle school or high school aged audiences; our focus is to help student leaders understand that being an effective leader is about more than producing dances, rallies, or theme days. The TT: DM Summit teaches the importance of their elected position and how to use campus activities to improve student life. Geared to be a 3-hour experience, the TT: DM Summit features TT’s trademark student shot films as it works to redefine leadership and teach important skills such as:

- Possessing a greater understanding of what it means to be a leader
- Brainstorming critical campus issues that are negatively affecting school culture
- Developing tangible solutions that can be implemented on campus
- Creating a year long activity calendar that focuses on connecting the student body

This innovative program can be added on to a TEEN TRUTH: Assembly Experience, be booked as an on-campus training workshop, or be developed into a district / citywide leadership event.

For more information:
818.237.5082 | info@teentruth.net
The TEEN TRUTH: School Culture Summit is an educator-focused, professional development workshop offered to schools across the nation. Featuring award-winning content from TEEN TRUTH, powerful speaking performances, and interactive sessions this workshop gives school leaders a critical understanding of the issues currently affecting school climate and empowers them to develop an action plan that addresses identified concerns. Overall, the goal of the School Culture Summit is to create campus wide initiatives that will improve school safety and build campus culture, while also producing educational leaders who understand the power of student engagement.

Ideal for middle school or high school administrators; the TEEN TRUTH: School Culture Summit’s focus is to empower student voice on campus, while giving educators a simple step-by-step process to build school culture. Geared to be a full day or ½ day experience the event works to inspire attendees to:

- Brainstorm critical campus issues that are negatively affecting school climate
- Develop tangible student-focused solutions that can be implemented on campus
- Understand the importance of leading through service and empowering student voice
- Create campus wide messaging that builds school culture and inspires community connection

MAXIMUM 75 ATTENDEES

BRING THIS POWERFUL EXPERIENCE TO YOUR COMMUNITY

More Information:
818.237.5082 | jc@teentruth.net
www.teentruth.net
TEEN TRUTH is North America’s premier youth assembly experience. The signature blend of award winning, student-shot content and empowering speakers make for one life-changing event. TT’s acclaimed style challenges students to think differently about relevant critical issues and inspires them to use what they’ve learned to be the difference in the lives of others. Featuring topics such as BULLYING, DRUGS & ALCOHOL, LEADERSHIP, and SELF-ESTEEM, the TEEN TRUTH: Assembly Experience is the most innovative, issue-focused assembly program available. Since TT’s inception the movement has personally touched 7 million lives worldwide.

The TEEN TRUTH: Assembly Experience will:

- Provide an inside look at the critical issues facing students today
- Teach how a connected community can become a stronger community
- Inspire your students to be comfortable living and telling their truth
- Illustrate why it is important to use our power to be the difference everyday

Since 2006, TT has worked with organizations and corporate partners all over the world. Notable organizations include The US Department of Justice, Special Olympics International, Lifetouch, Six Flags, Union Pacific, ASCIP, Carnival, The Miami Dolphins, The Baltimore Ravens, CADA, CASL, TASC, BOOST, NASC, LEAD, NCSA, ACE, NAWD, TSAS, TxSABLE, GAEL, OSTICON and the PTA.

JOIN THE MOVEMENT. BE THE DIFFERENCE. TELL YOUR TRUTH.
818.237.5082 | info@teentruth.net | www.teentruth.net